CONFERENCE ROOMS

- **Panel Discussion**
  - 24 seats
  - 2 (5') tables

- **Circle Layout**
  - 24 seats
  - 12 (5') tables

- **Lecture Layout**
  - 24 seats
  - 12 (5') tables

- **Teams Layout**
  - 24 seats
  - 12 (5') tables
CONFERENCE ROOMS

LECTURE LAYOUT
60 SEATS
30 (5') TABLES
THEATER LAYOUT
592 SEATS
4 PRESENTATION TABLES
8 PRESENTATION CHAIRS
DR. VIKRAM AND PRIYA LAKIREDDY GRAND BALLROOM

EVENTS LAYOUT

220 SEATS
22 TABLES
STAGE

DANCE FLOOR
ACCESSORY BUFFET
ACCESSORY TABLES & EQUIPMENT